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Abstract
The drinking water distribution system is an important link with water supply system and it affects the
quality of the drinking water. Indoor pipeline water quality is regulated by physical, hydraulic and
biological elements, such as indoor temperature and stagnation. In this study, full-length 16S rRNA gene
sequencing and �ow cytometry were used to assess the indoor heating and overnight stagnation on the
variation in bacterial community structure and the Intact cell count. The results exhibited that the average
intact cell count was 6.99 × 104 cells/mL and the low nucleic acid (LNA) bacteria was 4.48 × 104

cells/mL after stagnation. The average concentration of total and intracellular adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) was 3.64 × 10-12 gATP/mL and 3.13 × 10-17 gATP/cell in stagnant water, respectively. The growth
of LNA cells played a crucial role in increasing ATP. The dominant phylum was Proteobacteria with
average abundance of 87.21%, followed by Actinobacteria (8.25%). Pseudomonas sp. and
Mycobacterium sp. increased 1.2-fold and 5.8-fold in stagnant water. Structural equation model and
redundancy analysis illustrated that temperature, residual chlorine and Fe concentration signi�cantly
affected bacterial count and bacterial community. Taking together, these results show responses of
drinking water quality to overnight stagnation and indoor heating, and provide scienti�c basis for drinking
water security management.

Introduction
The safety of the drinking water has been widely concerned due to increasing urbanization [1, 2]. The
microbial ecology of the drinking water plays a critical role in a wide range of water management [3] and
health problems [4]. For instance, the bacterial metabolism and propagation in the pipeline ecosystem
will not only deteriorates the water quality, but also pose hazards to human health by opportunistic
pathogens (OPPPs), such as Legionnella sp., Mycobacterium sp. and Pseudomonas sp. [5–7]. As the
terminal system of drinking water distribution systems (DWDS), tap is a common way for residents to
obtain drinking water in daily life. However, the bacterial community in tap water have not been
adequately studied [7, 8], compared with that in drinking water reservoirs [9–11] and drinking water
treatment plants [12] which are also the important determinant factors of drinking water quality.

As an important factor affecting pipeline water quality together with physical and hydraulic conditions,
organisms have attracted extensive attention of researchers [1, 13]. Previous studies have summarized
that the induction factors of biological variations in pipeline include long-distance water transmission
[14], water source switching [15], indoor environmental change [16] and stagnation [2, 17, 18]. Drinking
water may linger for hours or even days before it is employed in pipeline, which can further lead to
bacterial regrowth, especially combined with high ambient temperature [19]. In northern China, indoor
temperature can reach up to 25℃ for a long time through indoor heating [20]. Thus far, only a few of
studies surveyed the comprehensive affection of stagnation on microbial community during wintertime in
real DWDS [8]. Therefore, it is necessary to study the combined effect of indoor heating and stagnation
on the microbial load and bacterial community in the pipes
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Molecular techniques represented by 16S rRNA gene sequencing have promoted the development of
modern microbiology, which allow researchers to capture information about the evolution and diversity of
microbes in the environment, bypassing the culture methods [21]. Compared with fragment 16S rRNA
gene sequencing, the full-length 16S rRNA gene sequencing exhibit the advantages in presenting
complete microbial community structure information, which have been widely used in all aspects of
water bacteria detection [22, 23]. For example, Zhang et al. (2018) investigated the role of V regions of
different genes in bacterial diversity in eutrophic freshwater lakes by full-length 16S rRNA gene
sequencing. Similarly, this method was also applied to reveal spatiotemporal dynamics of bacterial
community in a heavily polluted estuary [23]. However, the adhibition of full-length 16S rRNA gene
sequencing to detect bacteria community in tap water has rarely been reported.

Additionally, recent publications have suggested that the application of �ow cytometry (FCM) to the cell
quantitative analysis of aquatic microorganisms [24–26]. Interestingly, the stained cells by FCM are
clearly divided into two categories: high nucleic acid (HNA) cells and low nucleic acid (LNA) cells [27]. A
previous study has considered that LNA bacteria are active [28] and as compared with HNA bacteria, the
special membrane structure and protein metabolism resistance mechanism of LNA bacteria enable it to
be more adaptable to certain external environmental pressures, like low nutrient environment [29]. The
intracellular ATP concentration of HNA cells was 15.5 × 10−17 gATP/cell, while that of LNA cells was 1.2 ×
10−17 - 3.2 × 10−17 gATP/cell [30]. Ahmad et al. [31] studied that temperature increase induced by thermal
energy recovery in DWDS led 6-fold higher adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concentration and 2-fold higher
HNA cell counts in the e�uent water. However, changes in LNA bacteria and HNA bacteria have been
neglected in drinking water studies [8, 17, 26]. Through the analysis of the variation in LNA bacteria and
HNA bacteria counts caused by overnight stagnation could expand our knowledge on the bacterial
regrowth in DWDS.

In this study, to explore the comprehensive effect of municipal heating on water quality and bacterial
regrowth of indoor drinking water pipe, water samples were collected from �ve different constructions
distributed in a city at northwest China (Xi’an) to determine the variations of water quality, bacterial
abundance and community structure in tap water after overnight stagnation during winter season.
Therefore, the speci�c assignments were: ( ) to evaluate the effect of overnight stagnation on chemical
water quality parameters under indoor heating; (ii) to determine the dynamic changes in bacterial
proliferation during indoor heating; ( ) to examine the changes of bacterial community structure before
and after stagnation by full-length 16S rRNA gene sequencing. Meanwhile, these results could provide a
more comprehensive understanding of static tap water quality and increase our scienti�c knowledge to
maintain the safety of tap water.

1 Materials And Methods
1.1 Sample collection
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This study was conducted in Xi’an City, China (33º25´ - 34º27´N, 107º240´ - 109º29´E) in December 2020.
Indoor heating is widely used in northern cities of China during the winter season, which maintains indoor
temperature at 25℃. Tap water samples were collected at �ve different sampling sites, which have direct
water supply system with normal functioning municipal heating, including laboratories (HG), toilets (YF),
residential apartments (SS and YGC) and o�ces (BG). Galvanized iron pipes are applied in all sampled
sites. The iron faucets are equipped in SS and BG, while stainless-steel faucets are equipped in HG, YF
and YGC. All sampling sites were supplied with water from a drinking water reservoir and used chlorine as
a disinfectant. Water samples were collected at each sampling site once.

Prior to the sampling, the rooms were closed and taps were closed for 7 hours to stabilize the room
temperature. During the sampling process, 1.5 L of tap water (labeled as stagnation) from each sampling
site was collected in sterilized glass bottles. After �ushing for 10 minutes, the water temperature dropped
sharply and then 1.5 L of water (labeled as fresh) was collected [32, 33]. These samples were
immediately transferred to the lab and preserved. Stagnant and fresh water samples were used to
determine the chemical water quality, bacterial count, and bacterial diversity [17].

1.2. Water quality parameters

To estimate the water quality parameters of stagnant and fresh water samples, the thermometer and pH
meter (Hach, USA) was carried out to measure the water temperature and pH. The concentrations of
residual chlorine, ammonia (NH4

+-N), nitrate (NO3
--N) and total phosphorus (TP) were examined by

spectrophotometry (UNICO, USA) according to the procedures described in an early study [8]. The
contents of total organic carbon (TOC) and total iron were estimated by a TOC analyzer (Shimadzu,
Japan) and an atomic absorption spectroscopy (Shimadzu, Japan), respectively.

1.3 Biomass and bio-activity

To detect the biomass in water samples, FCM measurements were adopted. The intact cell counts (ICC)
were determined by using FCM as the methods described in a previous study by Zhang et al [8]. Brie�y,
ICC were determined by a BD Accuri C6 �ow cytometer (NJ, USA) and SYBR Green I (10 μL/mL, Invitrogen,
USA). The water samples were mixed with SYBR Green I by a vortex oscillator (DHS, China). The mixtures
were then stained in a DHB-SMART metal heating (DHS, China) at 30℃ for 20 min. And then the green
�uorescence signal of FL1 channel was set to 520 ± 20 nm. The identical FL1 signaling thresholds were
selected to estimate LNA and HNA cell concentrations in water samples and the LNA% as the ratio of
between LNA cells and ICC were calculated [34].

To analyze the bacterial activity of stagnant and fresh samples, the contents of ATP were detected by a
luminometer (Promega, USA) and Bac-Titer-Glo™ reagent (Promega, USA) [35]. Brie�y, water samples (500
μL) and ATP reagent (50 μL) were heated in a thermostatic metal bath (DHS, China) at 38℃ for 10 min
and 2 min under the condition of avoiding light respectively. After mixed, samples were heated
immediately for 20 s to measure the luminescence intensity. The water samples were passed through a
0.1 - um sterile �lter (Heaion, China) to extract the extracellular ATP.
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1.4 DNA extraction and bacterial community structure

To investigate the special composition of bacteria community in the taps water, full-length 16S rRNA
gene sequencing was carried out in this study. One liter of each water sample was �ltered on 0.22 - μm
membrane �lter (Jinteng, China) and the genomic DNA was extracted using E.Z.N.A.® Soil DNA Kit
(Omega Bio-tek, USA). The bacterial 16S rRNA genes were ampli�ed by PCR using the primer sets 27F 5’ -
AGRGTTYGATYMTGGCTCAG - 3’ and 1492R 5’ - RGYTACCTTGTTACGACTT - 3’ by the procedure: 95℃
for 2 min, followed by 27 cycles at 95℃ for 30 s, 55℃ for 30 s, and 72℃ for 60 s and a �nal extension
at 72℃ for 5 min. The PCR reaction was taken in triplicate mixtures consisted by 4 μL of 5 × FastPfu
Buffer, 2 μL of 2.5 mm Deoxyribonucleotide Triphosphates, 0.8 μL of each primer (5 μm), 0.4 μL of
FastPfu Polymerase, and 10 ng of template DNA. Afterwards, the AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit (Axygen
Biosciences, USA) was utilized to extract and purify amplicons from 2% agarose gels according to the
manufacturer’s instructions [22, 36]. The sequencing was done at the BIOZERON biotechnology Co., Ltd.
(Shanghai, China).

To organize the data of Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs), UPARSE (version 7.1
http://drive5.com/uparse/) was conducted to cluster the OTUs with 97% similarity and UCHIME was
employed to identify the sequences date. Uclust algorithm
(http://www.drive5.com/usearch/manual/uclust_algo.html) was applied to analyze the phylogenetic
relationships among the 16S rRNA gene sequences in Silva (SSU138.1) database at 80% con�dence
threshold. The Alpha diversity were analyzed by using Mothur v.1.21.1. The data was put on record at the
NCBI database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), with the access number of PRJNA 756799.

1.5 Statistical analysis

To compare the differences between fresh and stagnant water, t-test was adopted with IBM SPSS
statistics 25. The histogram or box plot of ATP contents and ICC were plotted by Origin 2019 software. To
verify the form of the taxon abundance distribution in the stagnant water and fresh water, species
abundance distribution (SAD) model was constituted by using R software (version 3.6.1) with the vegan
package [37]. To analyze the correlation between the bacterial communities, redundancy analysis (RDA)
and co-occurrence network analysis was generated with CANOCO (version 4.5) and R software (version
3.6.1), respectively [8, 38].

The relationship among the temperature, environmental factors (pH, residual chlorine, NO3
--N, NH4

+-N, TP,
Fe and TOC), bacterial cell counts and bacterial community structure, structural equation modeling (SEM)
was built by using R software (version 3.6.1) with the lavaan package [18, 39]. The χ2-test was utilized to
examine Goodness-of-�t for SEM.

2 Results And Discussion
2.1 Variation of water quality parameters
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As shown in Table 1, the temperature range of the stagnant water was 11.3 - 17.9℃ and the fresh water
was 8.2 - 11.4℃. The temperature of water samples increased signi�cantly after stagnation (P < 0.001).
The pH value of stagnant water was not signi�cantly different (P > 0.05) from that of fresh water. After
stagnation, the pH value was also within the normal range speci�ed in the o�cial Chinese standards for
drinking water quality (GB 5749-2006). The results obtained in this study was similar to the observation
made by Zhang et al. [19], in which the temperature of the stagnant overnight water conducted range
from 15 to 17℃, and the temperature of the fresh water dropped to 4 - 6℃ after 10-minute �ush in winter
season.

Table 1
Water quality parameters of stagnant and fresh water in winter season.

Water quality Stagnation Fresh t-test

T (℃) 13.84 ± 1.50 10.26 ± 0.76 ***

pH 7.79 ± 0.24 7.75 ± 0.19 NS

Free residual chlorine (mg/L) ND 0.18 ± 0.05 NS

Total residual chlorine (mg/L) 0.10 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.02 ***

NO3
−-N (mg/L) 1.71 ± 0.16 1.86 ± 0.16 **

NH4
+-N (mg/L) 0.06 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.02 NS

TP (mg/L) 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 NS

TOC (mg/L) 1.45 ± 0.02 1.51 ± 0.03 *

Fe (mg/L) 0.11 ± 0.05 0.02 ± 0.01 **

Values showed as means and standard deviations ( n = 15). * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, and *** P < 0.001
represent statistical signi�cance using t-test. NS represents no signi�cance. ND represents no
detected.

Residual chlorine is one of the most common indicators that affects water quality and bacterial
community structure in drinking water. As shown in Table 1, the concentration of total and free residual
chlorine decreased signi�cantly after stagnation (P < 0.001). The total residual chlorine concentrations
decreased by 48.22 - 65.07% after stagnation and the free residual chlorine concentrations were below
the detection limit in the stagnant water samples. These results were consistent with a previous study
[40], which indicated that lower pH and higher temperature accelerated the chlorine decay rate in copper
pipes. Under the condition of stagnation, the residual chlorine decayed over time due to the consumption
of microorganisms, organic matter and invasive material [41].

The t-tests showed that there were no signi�cant differences in the NH4
+-N and TP concentrations before

and after �ushing (P > 0.05) (Table 1). In contrast, the concentrations of NO3
−-N, Fe and TOC differed

signi�cantly (P < 0.05). Brie�y, the average contents of NO3
−-N was reduced by 6.1% after stagnation.
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This result was contrary to the �ndings presented by Masters et al. [42], which found the concentration of
NO3

−-N increased when the stagnant time was less than 1 day in their study. Masters et al. [42] also
found that facultative denitrifying bacteria (measured by the abundance of denitrifying gene) were
ubiquitous in drinking water pipes and the gene abundance increased with water age. Autotrophic
denitrifying bacteria utilized H2 produced by iron as electron donor and nitrate as electron acceptor to

convert NO3
−-N to N2 under a water environment with metal iron, which might be responsible for the

reduction of NO3
−-N content. At the same time, this reaction might cause the rise in pH value and induce

iron corrosion.

As shown in Table 1, the average concentration of Fe in the stagnant water samples (0.11 mg/L) was
4.43-fold higher than that of fresh water samples (0.02 mg/L). Iron was released from the pipe into the
water during stagnation. This conclusion was similar to the results observed by Tian et al. [4], in which
the stagnant time was found to be an essential in�uencing factor for the release of Fe. However, only
long periods of stagnation (>8 h) may cause considerable risk and risk associated with overnight
stagnation is considerably low. According to previous researches, water quality factors such as chloride,
dissolved organic matter and pH would affect the stability of Fe in the pipeline [43–45]. Their studies
disclosed that chloride was deemed to increase Fe concentration in DWDS. On the contrary, the
increasing of pH was proved to enhance the Fe stability and reduce the Fe release in actual distribution
systems.

As an indispensable element for bacterial regrowth in DWDS, trace amount of organic carbon (1 µg/L)
could support up to 103 - 104 cell/mL microbes to reproduce [17, 46]. The average TOC concentration of
fresh water (1.51 mg/L) was generally higher than that of stagnation (1.45 mg/L) in this study. A
previous study also observed downtrends in TOC content with increased stagnation time, and the 30%
reduction was examined after 168-hour of stagnation in the TOC concentrations [17]. Moreover, organic
matter was known to serve as precursors for disinfection byproducts, and the presence of organic
matters supplement increased the level of free chlorine residual required to control the microorganisms
[47].

2.2 Changes in biomass and bio-activity 
As “the energy currency” of biological cells, ATP was used to evaluate the bacterial activity. Fig. 1a, b
displayed a higher concentration of ATP before �ushing (P < 0.05). The concentration of total ATP and
intracellular ATP increased by 1.65 and 1.69 times after stagnation, respectively. Series of studies also
found that ATP increased after overnight stagnation [31, 34], which probably due to the suitability of
indoor temperature for bacterial regeneration in the pipelines. In addition, the enhancement in metabolic
activity and reproductive capacity of the cells in the stagnant samples were expressed by increasing
intracellular ATP which is consistent with conclusions made in a recent study [8]. However, the
intracellular ATP concentration per cell in stagnant water was lower than that measured by Zhang et al.
[8], which might be due to the affection of temperature and the proportion of LNA cells to total cell count.
Wang et al. [30] compared the growth rate of LNA bacteria at 12, 20, 25 and 30℃, and the results showed
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that the growth rate of LNA bacteria was the highest at 30℃. Meanwhile, ATP concentration of LNA
bacteria increased continuously during the stagnation process.

As shown in Fig. 1c and Supplementary Figure 1, ICC was signi�cantly higher after stagnation (P <
0.001). The average intact cell count in stagnant water was 6.99 × 104 cells/mL (range = 3.96 - 12.31 ×
104 cells/mL), which was 1.53-fold as much as that in fresh water (2.44 × 104 cells/mL). These results
were consistent with those conducted in previous studies [17, 48, 49]. The increasing ICC might be due to
the variations of in the water environment in taps during indoor heating, including higher temperature and
lower chlorine content [48]. Moreover, the free chlorine concentration was also an important factor
limiting the number of bacteria, and the low chlorine concentration at the end of the faucet created
favorable conditions for bacterial regeneration [17]. Furthermore, the release of bio�lms was also an
important source of bacteria. Ling et al. [49] found that the communities of water sampled in taps were
more similar to that in bio�lms than that in pipeline water. At the same time, the scour effect caused by
the change of hydraulic conditions during the sampling process triggered the transportation of bacteria
from the bio�lm and pipe sediments to the water [1]. In general, the combination of the water
environment, bio�lm release, and scour effect caused the higher ICC in stagnation samples.

LNA bacteria could adopt dormancy strategy to deal with adverse environmental conditions [28]. LNA
bacteria have higher survival competitiveness than HNA bacteria in oligotrophic environment, and
become the dominant bacteria in the environment. Supplementary Figure 2 indicated the FCM graph of
LNA and HNA cells. The percentage of LNA cells in the Intact cell counts (LNA%) is shown in Fig. 1d. The
number of LNA cells in stagnant water samples (range = 1.53 - 4.38 × 104 cells/mL) increased
signi�cantly compared with that in fresh water samples (range = 1.24 - 2.11 × 104 cells/mL). However,
LNA% in stagnant water (range = 24.29% - 48.48%) samples presented a downward trend compared with
that in fresh water samples (range = 41.08% - 67.88%). The increase in LNA and HNA bacteria during
stagnation was agreed with the results observed by Zlatanović et al. [17]. Gabrielli et al. [34] also found
that LNA% generally decreased during night (due to a higher utilization of nutrients was conducive to the
growth of HNA bacteria and/or the passage from LNA to HNA).

In addition to the relationship between HNA/LNA bacteria and ATP concentration, Wang et al. [25]
indicated that increased counts of HNA cells might be associated with a 4-fold increase in ATP
concentration. The transfer of LNA cells to HNA cells could account for a slight increase of ATP
concentrations of stagnation. The conclusion was consistent with a previous study by Liu et al. [26],
which reported that ATP-per-cell content of HNA cells were 10-fold higher than the LNA cells.

2.3 Bacterial community structure

Through the sequencing, 205,760 reads were detected from the stagnant water samples (11,165 to
45,878 reads per sample) and the fresh water samples (10,924 to 40,003 reads per sample). As shown in
Supplementary Table 1, the mean length of clean reads was 1374 bp, and the length of clean reads were
obtained from the stagnant water ranged from 1313 to 1400.71 bp per sample and in fresh water
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samples from1302.64 to 1401.16 bp per sample). It is worth noting that the sequence number mainly
focused on sequencing ranged from 1401 to 1500 bp.

In total, 34,960 and 34,955 OTUs were produced in the fresh and stagnant water samples, respectively
(Table 2). The average OTUs number in stagnant water was 227 (range = 183 - 280), which was slightly
higher than OTUs observed for freshwater samples (218; range =199 - 236). A previous reported found
that the average OTUs number was 449 per sample in stagnant water, and 323 per sample in fresh water
(8). The low number of OTUs observed in the present study, possibly due to the full-length sequencing
with clearer bacterial information and made the clustering more explicit.

Table 2
Bacterial community richness and diversity indices in each stagnant and fresh water sample.

Simple ID 0.97 level

OTUs Chao 1 Coverage Shannon Simpson

HG-S 280 319 (298, 364) 0.999 3.74 (3.72, 3.76) 0.0582 (0.0568, 0.0596)

HG-F 214 240 (226, 274) 0.997 3.70 (3.67, 3.73) 0.0459 (0.0472, 0.0506)

YF-S 228 265 (244, 313) 0.996 3.83 (3.80, 3.86) 0.0435 (0.0422, 0.0448)

YF-F 233 264 (248, 298) 0.994 3.64 (3.60, 3.67) 0.0621 (0.0597, 0.0645)

SS-S 183 294 (273, 336) 0.998 3.04 (3.05, 3.06) 0.1330 (0.1304, 0.1357)

SS-F 199 321 (287, 364) 0.998 2.90 (2.88, 2.92) 0.1511 (0.1484, 0.1538)

YGC-S 218 260 (239, 303) 0.993 3.51 (3.47, 3.55) 0.0716 (0.0687, 0.0745)

YGC-F 210 258 (236, 304) 0.995 3.06 (3.02, 3.10) 0.1353 (0.1305, 0.1401)

BG-S 225 262 (246, 296) 0.994 3.87 (3.84, 3.90) 0.0427 (0.0410, 0.0444)

BG-F 236 293 (265, 350) 0.993 3.81 (3.77, 3.84) 0.0442 (0.0427, 0.0506)

“S” represents the sample of stagnant samples, and “F” represents the sample of fresh samples.

Table 2 exhibits Chao 1, Shannon and Simpson indices obtained for the stagnant and fresh water
samples. The OTUs values of the bacterial communities were all lower than the Chao 1 richness index,
indicating that there were many unknown bacterial sequences in DWDS (50). Moreover, greater richness
and diversity was discovered after stagnation due to higher alpha diversity [18, 51].

As shown in Fig. 2a, the dominant phylum in all water samples was Proteobacteria which accounted for
87.21 ± 6.54% of the classi�ed sequences, followed by Actinobacteria (8.25 ± 4.55%). Higher abundance
of Proteobacteria in the stagnant water samples (87.94 ± 5.80%) was observed as compared to the fresh
water samples (86.47 ± 6.16%). Approximate results were obtained in DWDS by Zhang et al. [8] and Ling
et al. [49], which presented that the OTUs related to Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Bacteroidetes
became more abundant after stagnation.
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The dominant bacterial genera observed in the stagnant and fresh water samples are shown in Fig. 2b.
Obvious changes in the bacterial community structure were observed after stagnation. In fresh water
samples, the number of OTUs assigned to Curvibacter sp., Mesorhizobium sp. and Methylovirgula sp.
were higher i.e., 25.42 ± 13.63% vs 36.68 ± 26.38%, 2.38 ± 1.33% vs 4.19 ± 2.37% and 1.84 ± 0.94% vs
2.89 ± 0.81%, respectively. Ralstonia sp., Acinetobacter sp. and Phreatobacter sp. became more abundant
after stagnation, i.e., 17.09 ± 13.69% vs 11.55 ± 8.34%, 4.10 ± 3.76% vs 0.03 ± 0.00% and 3.55 ± 5.03% vs
2.43 ± 1.76%, respectively (Supplementary Figure 3). The OTUs number with increased abundance at the
species level is shown in Supplementary Figure 4. Furuhata et al. [52] found that Ralstonia sp. was the
most dominant bacteria in cold water samples from water dispensers, which also presented in healthy
human bodies and widely distributed in the upper respiratory tract, such as the oral cavity, pharynx and
trachea. Meanwhile, earlier research has referred that it was very rare for a healthy person to develop an
infection caused by these bacteria, but for those people with an immune de�ciency or reduced resistance
might develop respiratory infections or blood poisoning due to Ralstonia sp. [53]. In addition,
Acinetobacter sp. was a common species in tap water and it became the dominant bacteria when the
stagnant time reached 12 h [54]. With its increasing antibiotic tolerance and its potential risk leading to
hospital infections, natural disaster-related infections and community-acquired infections, Acinetobacter
sp. had become an issue of major public health [55]. Furthermore, Perrin et al. [56] found that the relative
abundance of Phreatobacter sp. was signi�cantly higher during warmer period. A relevant report
indicated that the abundance of Phreatobacter sp. was negatively associated with the content of chlorine
in water bodies [57]. The abundance of Phreatobacter sp. in stagnant water might be caused by bio�lm
release [58].

As shown in Supplementary Figure 3, the abundance of Pseudomonas sp. and Mycobacterium sp.
increased after overnight stagnation, i.e., 120.08% and 585.71% higher, respectively. This result was
consistent with the previous reports [5, 8, 59] in which they indicated that the abilities of Mycobacteria sp.
and other OPPPs to persist and survive in the pipeline environment were attributed to the ability of
bio�lms formation, the relative resistance to disinfectant, and the strong adaptability to oligotrophic
conditions. More importantly, the pathogen communities could cause waterborne diseases such as
pneumonia, sepsis and infection [55, 60]. Thus, more attention should be paid to these microbes.

AIC index was used to explain the �tting of the abundance distribution models of several theoretical taxa
to stagnant and fresh water data [37]. As shown in Fig. 3, the lognormal model was both �t for stagnant
water (AIC = 6213.95) and fresh water (AIC = 5794.42). A recent study con�rmed the conclusion, which
indicated that the global distribution of abundance in microbial communities was lognormal [61]. The
lognormal model represents a distribution in which both extremely abundant and extremely rare species
have small proportions [62]. The community dynamics presented by the lognormal model is a random
zero-sum process, which indicate that the death or migration of one individual in a community is
immediately followed by the emergence of another random individual to �ll the vacancy [63]. Since only a
few species dominate, the species abundance distribution of drinking water might be determined by
ecological niche.
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As a neo-analytical method, network analysis is generally used to study the interactions of microbe-
microbe and microbe-environment interactions in complicated ecological systems [10, 64]. The different
networks containing bacterial communities at genus were analyzed and presented in Fig. 4 (|r| > 0.6, P <
0.05). The topological properties of networks are presented in Supplementary Table 2. As shown in Fig. 4,
108 edges were calculated (76.11% positive and 23.89% negative) for bacteria in stagnant water
samples, and 112 edges (73.15% positive and 26.85% negative) for bacteria in fresh water samples. This
conclusion revealed that the interaction with respect to symbiosis, coaggregation, and cocolonization
among microorganisms was more abundant in the drinking water pipeline ecosystem [38]. Compared
with fresh water, the average path length of stagnant water was lower, which illustrated microorganisms
in stagnant water possessed the stronger ability of material exchange and energy transfer [65]. In
addition, compared with fresh water (6 modules), the number of modules increased after stagnation (8
modules), which indicated that the survival modes of bacterial communities were more complicate after
stagnation [10].

Node microorganisms with a large number of connections were critical in in�uencing the structure and
function of the microbial community in water system. The bacterial interactions varied obviously after
stagnation. The nodes with the greatest connections in fresh water were Phreatobacter sp., Variovorax sp.
and Tsukamurella sp., but the key nods were Chitinophaga sp. and Mesorhizobium sp. in stagnant water.
Previous studies informed that Chitinophaga sp. and Mesorhizobium sp. were commonly isolated from
soil and plants which were proved to affect the survival of other microorganisms. The chitinolytic activity
of Chitinophaga sp. might antagonize a range of aquatic microorganisms [66]. Krick et al. [67]
investigated a marine Mesorhizobium sp. and reported the presence of several N-acyl homoserine
lactones (NAHLs). The bacteria reported to use AHLs for signal transmission between genera with certain
antibacterial and cytotoxic activities. Chitinophaga sp. and Mesorhizobium sp. were not most abundant
but played a crucial role in interspeci�c regulation of bacteria. However, the interspecies in�uence of
bacteria in the stagnant water remains to be further studied, although some supporting results have been
achieved in this study.

2.4 Correlation analysis

SEM was obtained to identify the interrelation between water quality and microorganisms (Fig. 5).
Temperature had an effect on bacterial community structure (std. coeff = 0.14, P < 0.05), biomass (std.
coeff = 0.17), and environmental factors (std. coeff = -0.54, P < 0.001) in all water samples. This result
indicated that temperature might be the potential factor for the variations of bacterial community and ICC
observed. This is in consistent with the result of a previous study by Zlatanović et al. [17], in which
temperature was reported as one of the crucial controlling factors on growth and reproduction had been
proved to occur an effective interrelation with bacterial counts and bacterial community structure in
different ecosystems.

Other environmental factors were signi�cant negatively correlated with the bacterial community structure
(std. coeff = -0.16) and bacterial cell count (std. coeff = -0.40, P < 0.05). Nevertheless, the bacterial cell
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count was positively correlated with the bacterial community structure (std. coeff = 0.08) and this is in
agreement with the �nding of Zhang et al. [18], which reportrd that stagnation was not only induced the
number of bacteria cells, but also enriched the diversity of bacterial community structure.

RDA analysis was conducted to determine the characteristic environmental elements affecting the
bacterial community at the genus level. RDA1 and RDA2 accounted for 41.2% and 15.6% of the total
variation in Fig. 6, respectively (P < 0.05). Moreover, temperature was considered as the most signi�cant
explanatory variable. In addition, RDA results showed the obvious clustering between stagnant and fresh
water, indicating the signi�cant differences in bacterial community structures between stagnant and
fresh water.

The RDA results exhibited that the bacterial community structure was signi�cantly in�uenced by
temperature, which was consistent with the result observed by Zhang et al [18] and it was similar to the
SEM results presented. Furthermore, chlorine and Fe concentrations also strongly in�uenced the bacterial
community and this is in agreement with Baron et al. [6], which indicated that the abundance of OPPPs
and denitrifying bacteria increased during the decay of chlorine. Similarly, Ji et al. [7] suggested that the
total chlorine concentration and metal were associated with the variation in pipeline water microbiome
composition. Recent research has proposed that the system of chlorine disinfection exhibited a positive
contribution in the aspect of controlling bacteria counts, but played a limited role in controlling chlorine-
resistant genes in bacteria [68]. Chlorination changed the structure of chlorine-resistant genes by
affecting the relative abundance of chlorine-resistant genes, which enriched chlorine-resistant genes and
their carriers. In the chlorination system, bacteria that could produce high extracellular polymeric
substances (EPS) revealed stronger ability of survival, because EPS had a positive effect on maintaining
the stability of cell adhesion structure and disinfection resistance [69]. The pipe material was found to be
an important factor affecting the abundance of speci�c microorganisms and the bacterial community
structure in DWDS [70]. Metal pipe materials and corrosion products could select bacteria that carries
metal resistance genes through bacteria co-growth processes [13]. These results demonstrated that the
variation in the environmental factors including temperature and chlorine attenuation caused signi�cant
variations in the bacterial community structure before and after stagnation.

3 Conclusions
In conclusion, this work revealed that overnight stagnation signi�cantly increased the water temperature,
and caused the deterioration of water quality during indoor heating process. Compared with fresh water,
the concentration of total and intracellular ATP increased by 1.65-fold and 1.69-fold after stagnation,
respectively. Meanwhile, the number of total cell count and LNA bacteria increased signi�cantly after
stagnation, but the LNA% was decreased. The OTUs of Pseudomonas sp., Mycobacterium sp. and
Acinetobacter sp. became more abundant in stagnant water and the risk of disease caused by
microorganisms increased after stagnation. Network analysis indicated that the survival patterns of
bacterial communities were more intricate in stagnant water. Based on SEM and RDA, temperature,
residual chlorine and Fe concentration had signi�cant correlation with bacterial community structure. In
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general, long-term disinfection of drinking water should be achieved. Continuous circulation of heat-
treated water in buildings is another solution to mitigate the effects of retention. This study provided
theoretical supports for improving the microbial ecological structure of municipal pipelines during the
heating period.
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Figure 1

Boxplot of (a) total ATP and (b) intracellular ATP concentrations in stagnant water and fresh water. Bar
diagram of (c) intact cells concentrations and (d) LNA cells/intact cells ratio (LNA%) in each stagnant
water and fresh water. Each Bar diagram was based on water samples collected from 5 taps. Every
measurement conducted triplicates.
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Figure 2

The microbial community composition in stagnant water and fresh water at (a) phylum level and (b)
genus level (S: stagnant sample, F: fresh sample).
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Figure 3

Statistical comparison of the �t of basic SAD models from (a) stagnant water and (b) fresh water.
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) and model �ts for several basic SAD models, including the broken
stick (null model), preemption, lognormal, Zipf, and Zipf-Mandelbrot models. AIC (lower is better) explains
that the preemption model is the best �t.
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Figure 4

Network analysis based on the correlation analysis of bacterial community from (a) stagnant water and
(b) fresh water. Red lines represent negative correlations, and green lines represent positive correlations.
The correlation coe�cients visualized by the size of the line. The size of each node is proportional to the
number of connections (degree).
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Figure 5

Structural equation modelling (SEM) to analyze the relationship among temperature, environmental
factors, bacterial community structure and bacterial cell count.Red and black arrows show the positive
and negative relationships, respectively. The number next to the arrows represent the normalized path
coe�cients (Std. coeff). R2 values represent the proportion of the variance explained. The root means
square error of approximation and χ2 test was used to assess regression model �t. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Figure 6

Redundancy analysis (RDA) to reveal the relationship between environmental parameters and bacterial
community structure (at genus level) in 5 taps. RDA1 explained 41.2% and RDA2 explained 15.1% of the
total variance, respectively.
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